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ABSTRACT 
ODE is a database system and environment based on the 
object paradigm. It offers one integrated data model for both 
database and general purpose manipulation. The database is 
defined, queried and manipulated in the database programming 
language 0++ which is based on C-t-+. 0++ borrows and 
extends the object definition facility of C++, called the class. 
Classes support data encapsulation and multiple inheritance. 
We provide facilities for creating persistent and versioned 
objects, defining sets, and iterating over sets and clusters of 
persistent objects. We also provide facilities to associate 
constraints and triggers with objects. This paper presents the 
linguistic facilities provided in 0++ and the data model it 
supports. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The object paradigm is a natural way of organizing data as it 
allows users to structure, retrieve and update data in terms of 
the application domain. ODE is a database system and 
environment based on the object paradigm. The database is 
defined, queried and manipulated using the database 
programming language 0++ (it was called 0 in earlier 
versions of this paper). 0++ is based on C++ [52]; it borrows 
and extends the object definition model of C++. This paper is 
an introduction to the linguistic facilities provided in 0++ and 
the data model it supports. 

Although conventional programming language objects and 
database objects are similar in that they encapsulate object 
properties, there are several differences. For example, 
database objects persist beyond the lifetime of the program 
creating them. Many database applications, such as 
computer-aided design and software management, require the 
capability to create and access multiple versions of an object 
[9,24,31,53]. Object versions are also important for historical 
databases, such as those used in accounting, legal, and 
financial applications, that must access the past states of the 
database [20,45]. Support for active databases, such as those 
used in computer integrated manufacturing, power distribution 
network management, and air-traffic control, requires the 
capability to attach with objects conditions and actions that are 
triggered when the conditions are satisfied [21,51]. Finally, 
the ability to associate constraints with objects is necessary to 
ensure database integrity [37]. Programming languages 
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typically do not support persistent objects (with the exception 
of files) or multiple object versions, nor they do provide 
facilities for associating constraints and triggers with objects. 
Consequently, if a conventional programming language is to 
be used as a database programming language, it must be 
augmented with facilities that support the needs of database 
systems. 

Ott provides one integrated model for both database and 
general purpose manipulation. We use the C++ object model, 
called the cluss, as the basis for the object model of O++. 
The class facility supports data encapsulation and multiple 
inheritance. 0++ extends C++ classes by providing facilities 
for creating and manipulating persistent objects and their 
versions, and associating constraints and triggers with objects. 
A major criticism of the current object-oriented databases and 
languages is that they lack the capability to pose arbitrary 
“join” queries, and that query processing “smells” of pointer 
chasing as in CODASYL database systems [36]. 0++ 
alleviates these problems by providing iterators that allow sets 
of objects to be manipulated almost as declaratively as the 
database query languages based on relational calculus. The 
set iteration facility of O++ also allows the expression of 
recursive queries [2, lo], a major concern in deductive 
databases. The iterators can be qualified with clauses that 
specify iteration subsets and order, which can be used to 
advantage in query optimization. Many of the 0++ facilities 
can be found in other languages and systems. Our major 
contribution lies in providing a clean fusion of the advances in 
both database and programming language research within an 
object-oriented framework. 

Virtues of object-oriented database systems have been extolled 
elsewhere (see, for example, [ 12.23,25-U, 29,30,33-351). 
0++ shares with these systems the goals of providing a rich 
type system to model complex and composite objects. It 
provides encapsulation to hide implementation details, 
supports multiple inheritance for organizing objects in 
taxonomies in which the more specialized objects inherit the 
data and functions of more generalized objects, separates type 
definition from type instantiation, allows explicit specification 
of relationships between objects, and supports object identities 
that allows persistent database objects to have an existence 
independent of their values. Some extensible database 
projects, such as [13.18,40,45,46,49] also have similar goals. 
0++ is in the same spirit as the work done in designing 
database programming languages, such 
[7,11.20,38.44,47,48,50,54]; it strives to be the sing: 
language for data definition, data manipulation and general 
computation to avoid the problems arising out of “impedance 
mismatch” [20]. 0++ also shares the concerns of the 
persistent programming languages, such as [6,17,39,4143]; 
persistence is a property of object instances and not types, and 
persistent objects are accessed and manipulated in much the 
same way as volatile objects. Ott- is related to the language 
E [42.43] in that O++, like E. also uses the C++ object model 
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and adds persistence to it. Vbase [7] and 02 [33] also seek to 
blend an object-oriented data model with C. 

In this paper, we concentrate on the data modeling and the 
query processing aspects of 0~. We do not cover 
concurrency issues and some systems-oriented features such as 
schema evolution, authorization, security, etc. We also do not 
discuss the environment and the implementation strategies. 
These issues will be discussed in future papers. We have tried 
to be precise with the language constructs, but omitted details 
when they are obvious. Although we will occasionally refer 
to transactions, we do not discuss them in this paper. For the 
purpose of this paper, any 0++ program that interacts with the 
database will be considered to be a single transaction. The 
rationale behind the &sign of 0++ is discussed in [3]. 

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. 
Section 2 describes the data structuring facilities provided in 
O++. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the object definition 
facility, Section 2.2 discusses the inheritance model, Section 
2.3 presents the persistence model, Section 2.4 discusses how 
persistent objects of the same type are grouped together in a 
cluster, and Section 2.5 describes the set data type. Section 
2.6 discusses persistence in some related C-based 
languages/systems: E, Vbase. and 02. Section 3 presents the 
query processing facilities. Section 4 presents our versioning 
model, and Sections 5 and 6 discuss the facilities for 
associating constraints and triggers respectively with objects. 
Our conclusions are presented in Section 7. 

2. DATA STRUCTURING CONSTRUCTS 
A database is a collection of persistent objects, each identified 
by a unique identifier, called the object identifier (id) that is its 
idetiity [32]. We shall also refer to this object id as a pointer 
to a persistent object. We visualize memory as consisting of 
two parts: volatile and persistent. Volatile objects are 
allocated in volatile memory and are the same as those created 
in ordinary programs. They are allocated on the program 
stack or on the heap and their lifetime is bounded by the life 
of the program. Persistent objects are allocated in persistent 
store and they continue to exist after the program that created 
them has terminated. Interaction with these objects is routed 
through an object manager, but this is hidden from the 
programmer. 

2.1 Object Definitions: C++ Classes 
Class declarations consist of two parts: a specification (type) 
and a body. The specification represents the class “user 
interface”. It contains all the information necessary for the 
user of a class, and also for the compiler to allocate class 
objects. The body consists of the bodies of functions declared 
in the class specification but whose bodies were not given 
there. 

Class specifications have the form 

class name ( 
private components 

public: 
public components 

): 

The private components of a class are data items and 
functions that implement class objects. These represent 
internal details of the class and cannot be accessed by the user 
of a class. The public class components can be data items, 
constructors, destructors, member functions (operators), and 
friend functions (operators). The public components, which 

represent the class user interface, are the components that the 
user of a class can reference. Constructors are functions that 
are called automatically to construct a class value. Member 
and friend functions are used to manipulate class objects. 
Destructors are functions that are called automatically when a 
class object is explicitly deleted or when its scope is left. 

We illustrate the use of the class facility by defining a class 
item. Here is its specification: 

class item ( 
Name nm: 
double wt: /* in kg */ 

public: 
item(Name xname, double xwt): 
Name name(); 
double weight-lbs(); 
double weight-kg(); 

1; 

The private part of the specification of class item consists of 
the declarations of two variables: nm and wt. The public part 
consists of a constructor function item (has the same name as 
the class name) and three member functions name, 
weight-lbs and weight-kg. 

Here are the bodies of the member functions: 

item::item(Name xname, double xwt) 

nm = xname; 
wt = xwt; 

Name item::name() 

return nm: 
1 
double item::weight-kg() 
( 

return wt; 

double item::weight-lbs() 
( 

return (wt * 2.205); 
1 

2.2 Inheritance 
Inheritance allows objects to be organized in taxonomies in 
which the more specialized objects inherit properties, i.e., the 
data and functions, of more generalized objects. Similar 
objects with a few different properties can be modeled by 
specifying a common part, called the base (super) class, for 
the common properties and then deriving specialized classes 
from this base class. Derived classes can be used to construct 
heterogeneous data structures such as lists with different types 
of elements because a pointer to a class can point to any 
object whose type is derived from this class. 

A derived class is specified by following its name with the 
name of the base class. A derived class inherits the data items 
as well as the member functions of the base class. As an 
example, consider the following class stockitem that is 
derived from class it em: 
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class stockitem: public item ( 
int consumption:/*qty consumed per year*/ 
int leadtime; /*lead time in days*/ 

public: 
int qty: 
double price; 
stockitem(Name iname,double iwt,int xqty, 

int xconsumption, 
double xprice, int xleadtime) ; 

int eoq(): /*economic order quantity*/ 
1; 

stockitem is the same as item except that it contains other 
information such as the quantity in stock, its consumption Per 
year, its price and the lead time necessary to restock the item. 
Also, stockitem has its own constructor function and 
additional member functions. 

2.2.1 Multiple Inheritance Multiple inheritance allows a 
new class to be derived from multiple classes. For exampIe, 
class stockitem can be derived from the two classes item 
and supplier, as a result of which stockitem will have 
the properties of both item and supplier. Fit, here is 
the specification of class supplier: 

class supplier { 
Name nm; 
Addr addr; 

public: 
supplier(Name xname, Addr xaddr): 
Name name(); 
Addr addresso: 

1; 

Here is the new specification of class stockitem: 

class stockitem: public item, public supplier ( 
int consumption; 
int leadtime; 

public: 
int qty; 
double price; 
stockitem(Name iname,double iwt,int xqty, 

int xconsumption, double xprice, 
int xleadtime,Name sname, Addr saddr); 

int eoq0; /*economic order quantity*/ 
int reorder-level(); 
Name itemname0: 
Name suppliernameo; 
Name name0; 

1; 

Note that each of the base classes item and supplier has 
a member function named name. Ambiguities are resolved by 
using explicit qualification as shown below, for example, in 
the bodies of the member functions itemname and 
suppliername: 

Name stockitem::itemname() 
( return item::nameO; 1 

Name stockitem::suppliername() 
{ return supplier::name(): 1 

If an application requires that the name member function for 
stockitem yield the supplier’s name, then name can be 
redefined as follows: 

Name stockitem::name() 
(return supplier::nameO;) 

2.3 Persistent Objects 
When incorporating Persistence in Ott, we kept the following 
principles in perspective: 

9 Persistence should be orthogonal to type [S]. Persistence 
should be a property of object instances and not fypes. It 
should be Possible to allocate objects of any type in either 
volatile or Persistent store. 

l There should be no run-time penalty for code that does not 
deal with Persistent objects. 

l Allocation and manipulation of Persistent objects should be 
similar to the manipulation of volatile objects. For 
example, it should be Possible to move objects from 
Persistent store to volatile store and vice versa in much the 
same way as it is Possible to move objects from the stack 
to the heap and vice versa 

n Inadvertent fabrication of object identities should be 
prevented. 

. Language changes should be kept to a minimum. 

Persistent objects are referenced using Pointers to Persistent 
objects (that is, their identities); these Pointers can be allocated 
in either the heap or the stack but Persistent objects must 
themselves be allocated in Persistent store. Persistent objects 
are allocated and deallocated in a manner similar to heap 
objects. Persistent storage operators pnew and pdelete are 
used instead of the heap operators new and delete. If 
successful, pnew returns a Pointer to the Persistent object 
created 

by 
it; otherwise, it returns the null Pointer. Here is an 

example: 

persistent stockitem *psip; 
. . . 
psip = pnew stockitem(ini&zlvalues): 

Note that psip is pointer to a Persistent stockitem object, 
and ti a Persistent Pointer to a stockitem object. Thus, 
syntactically the keyword persistent is a type qualifier 
(like const and volatile in ANSI C[l]) and not a storage 
specifier, even though it refers to a type of storage. Also, 
psip is allocated on stack (not in the Persistent store), but 
pnew allocates the stockitem object in Persistent store and 
its id (returned by pnew) is saved in psip. 

Persistent objects can be copied to volatile objects and vice 
versa using simple assignments: 

*sip = *psip; . . *psip = *sip; 

Components of persistent objects are referenced like the 
components of volatile objects, e.g., 

w = psip->weight-kg(); 

A Persistent object can be deleted with the pdelete 
operator. e.g.. 

pdelete psip; 

deletes the object Pointed to by psip. 

2.4 Dual Pointers 
Pointers to Persistent objects always refer to persistent objects 
and ordinary Pointers to volatile objects. Consequently, it is 
not Possible to write a function that accepts as an argument a 
Pointer to either volatile or persistent object. To allow writing 
of such functions. we introduce the notion of a dual Pointer: 

1. Creation ofs pcrsistcntobjectis syntactically similar tothcc~ticn of a 
volatilcobjccc: 
stockitem *sip; 
. . . 
sip = new stockitem (inifialvalws); 
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one that can refer to a volatile or persistent object. Whether 
the object referenced is volatile or persistent is determined at 
run time. Pointers to volatile and persistent objects can be 
assigned to dual pointers. But dual pointers that refer to 
volatile objects can only be assigned to pointers to volatile 
objects and dual pointers that refer to persistent objects only to 
pointers to persistent objects. Here is an example illustrating 
the use of dual pointers: 

class node ( 

dual node *next; 
public: 

. . . 
dual node *add(dual node *n) ; 

1; 

persistent node *p, *proot; 
/*proot: list in persistent store*/ 

node *v, *vroot; 
/*vroot : list in volatile store*/ 

. . . 
proot = proot->add(p); 
vroot = vroot->add(vJ; 

2.5 Clusters of Persistent Objects 
All persistent objects of the same type are grouped together 
into a clusfer; the name of a cluster is the same as that of the 
corresponding type, that is, clusters are type extents [16]. 
Before creating a persistent object, the corresponding cluster 
must exist; it is created by invoking the create macro’ - 
in this program or in another program: 

int create(lypc-name): 

type-name is the name of the cluster being created.3 

A cluster can be destroyed by invoking the destroy macro: 

int destroy (type-name); 

type-me is the name of the cluster being removed. Note 
that all the objects in the cluster are destroyed. destroy 
returns 1 if successful; otherwise, it returns 0. 

25.1 Subclusters Sometimes it may be desirable, for 
logical organization or efficiency reasons, to group objects in a 
cluster into subclusters so that they can be collectively 
referenced. For example, subclusters can be used to partition 
a student cluster into groups corresponding to the dorms in 
which the students live.4 Subclusters are also created and 
destroyed with the create and destroy macros. A 
subcluster name is a string qualified by the coxmsponding 
cluster (object type) name, e.g., 

create(student::"Cascadilla Hall"): 

Objects are specified to belong to a specific subcluster when 
they are allocated in persistent store, e.g., 

sp = pnew student("Jack")::"Cascadilla Hall"; 

2.4 Sets 
0++ supports multisets (sets whose elements do not have to 
be unique). Sets are a convenient mechanism for 
manipulating a collection of objects. Set declarations are 
similar to array declarations but, unliie arrays, set subscripting 
is not allowed. Here are some examples: 

persistent part *partset<MAX>; 
real stlOO>; 

When declaring set parameters, the maximum number of 
elements in a set need not be specified: 

userid users<>; 

The set operations supported are assignment, union, difference, 
insertion, and deletion. Set elements are accessed by using the 
set iteration facility (discussed later). 

2.7 Related C-based Approaches 
The database implementation language E [42,43] also started 
with C++ and added persistence to it. In E, persistent objects 
must be of special types called “db” types. Objects of such 
types can be volatile or persistent. Persistent objects can be 
allocated statically by using the storage class persistent in 
object definitions or they can be allocated dynamically by 
using the predefined db class file. Other features of E 
include generic classes and iterators. 

Avalon/C++ [22]. also provides facilities for persistence. 
Types whose objects are to be allocated in persistent store 
must be derived from the class recoverable. A persistent 
object is accessed by explicitly bringing it to volatile store 
from persistent store (called “pinning” the object), accessing 
the object, and then moving the object back to persistent store 
(called “unpinning” the object). The pinning and unpinning 
operations are provided by the class recoverable. 

Vbase [7] combines an object model with C. It presents to 
the user two languages: the type definition language TDL for 
specifying classes and operations, and the C superset COP for 
writing methods to implement the operations. The 02 system 
[33] also integrates an object model with C. Type definitions 
are written in one language and methods are written in the C 
superset C02. A class in 02 implicitly owns a persistent 
collection of objects of the class. 

3. QUERY PROCESSING CONSTRUCTS 
One misgiving researchers have with the current object- 
oriented databases is that they may take us back to the days of 
CODASYL databases in which data is accessed by “using 
pointers to navigate through the database” [36]. In object- 
oriented databases. the pointers are the object ids. By 
introducing clusters, sets, and high-level iteration facilities for 
accessing objects in clusters and sets, O++ provides an 
alternative to using object ids to navigate through the 
database. Another criticism of object-oriented databases is 
that they lack the capability to express arbitrary “join” 
queries [36]. In Ott, arbitrary joins can be expressed by 
iterating over the clusters to be joined and the join conditions 
can be specified as the iteration conditions. 

3.1 Iterating Over Sets and Clusters 
Values of the elements of a set, a cluster or a subcluster can 
be accessed with a for loop of the form’ 
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for i in set-or-clurter-or-subclurter 
[ suchthat-clause] [by-c&use] statement 

The loop body is executed once for each element of the 
specilied set, the cluster or the subcluster; the loop variable i 
is assigned the element values in turn. The type of i must be 
the same as the element type. 

The suchthat-clause has the form 

suchthat 

and the by-clause has the form 

by (eb [, cwl) 

The suchthat and by expressions est and ebr must contain 
the loop variable i. If the suchthat and by expressions are 
omitted. then the for loop iterates over all the elements of 
the specified grouping in some implementation-dependent 
order. The suchthat clause ensures that iteration is 
perfomed only for objects satisfying expression eJI. If the by 
clause is give& then the iteration is performed in the order of 
non-decreasing values of the expression eW If the by clause 
has only one parameter, then e& must be an arithmetic 
expression. If the by clause has two parameters, then the 
second parameter cmp must be a pointer to a function that 
compares two elements of type t. where t is the type of the by 
expresslon ebr. cmp compares its arguments and returns an 
integer greater than, equal to, or less than 0, &pending upon 
whether its first argument is greater than, equal to, or less than 
its second argument. 

As an example, here is a program segment that illustrates 
iteration over clusters and sets. It prints the name of people 
along with the names of their children whose profession is 
computer science (CS): 

class person ( 
public: 

Name name; 
char sex; 
Name Profession: 
persistent person *children<>; 

); 
. . . 
for p in person 

for c in p->children 
suchthat(c->Profession == Name("CS")) 

printf("%s %s\n", p->name, c->name); 

Although the suchthat and by clauses can be simulated by 
using an if statement within the loop body and by sorting the 
set of values in volatile memory, these clauses facilitate 
optimization, similar to those performed in relational database 
systems, as follows: we expect to pass these clauses to the 
object manager to select only the desired object ids and 
deliver them in the right or&r for the for loop. 

3.1.1 Iterating Over Cluster Hierarchies Clusters mirror 
the hierarchy relationship of the corresponding types. If type 
x is derived from type y, then the corresponding clusters also 
have the same relationship. It is sometimes necessary to 
collectively access objects in a cluster and those in related 

5. Tbesquarebrackets [ and ]indicateanoptionalitean. The. suchthat and 
byclauscs~ba~onsimilPrclausesinSQL[19]andCancuPen~C[28). 
Similar for 100~s have been Provided, among orhers, in Pascal/R [48], 
Rig.4 [44],Plaii [St] and TAlis/Owl[39] and Vbase [7k 

“derived” clusters.6 This can be done with the forall loop 
which has the form 

f o ra 11 oid in cluster [suchthat-clause ] [by-clause] statement 

Except for the inclusion of objects in derived clusters, the 
semantics of the forall loop are the same as those of the 
for loop for iterating over a cluster. Thus, given the class 
item andthederivedclass stockitemas defined insection 
2, the statement 

for ip in item 
tot-wt += ip->weight-kg; 

computes the weight of only objects of type item, but the 
statement 

forall ip in item 

tot-wt += ip->weight-kg: 

computes the weight of all items including stockitems. 

3.1.2 Arbitrary Joins The for and forall loops can 
have multiple loop variables:’ 

for i, in set-or-cluvter-or-subcluster, , . . . . 
i. in set-or-cluster-or-subclurter, 

[suchthat (e,,) ] [by (eti) ] statement 

forall oid, in cluster,, . . . . oid,, in cluster, 
[ suchthat (e,,) 1 [by (eb.) ] statement 

The loop body will be executed for every combination of 
values for the loop variables that satisfy the suchthat 
expression and in the or&r speci6ed by the by clause. 

These loops allow the expression of operations with 
functionality of the arbitrary relational join operation. For 
example, we can write 

for e in employee, d in dept 
suchthat(e->dno == d->dno) 

printf("%s %s\n", e->name, d->name): 

to print the name of the employee from the employee object 
and the name of the department from the dept object. 

3.1.3 Type Test The object type can be determined with the 
is operator which has the form 

e is type 

This expression evaluates to true if expression e is of the 
specified type, and to false otherwise. Note that if e is of a 
dual pointer type, then the is operator will return true if type 
is the dual pointer type, or either the corresponding ordinary 
pointer type or the corresponding persistent pointer vpe 
depending upon whether e refers to a volatile object or a 
persistent object. 

Suppose that we want to compute and print the average 
income of university employees and. separately, that for 
faculty and students in a university database (employees can 
be other than faculty and students, e.g., staff). Class person 
has the member function income, and classes student and 
faculty have been derived from it. Here is the code to 
perform the above computation: 

6. POSTQUIX [45] allows a * to be specified after the relation name to 
ntricvchlpl~~thenamedrelationandpllrelations tbatinheritattxibut 
fmn it. Orion [12] also provides similar function&y. 

7. Rigel[44]plso~owsmultipleloopvariables inits for loop. 
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np = ns = nf = incomep = incomes = incomef = 0; 
forall p in person { 

incomep += p->income(); np++; 
if (p is persistent student *) 

( incomes += p->income(): ns+t;) 
else if (p is persistent faculty *) 

{ incomef += p->income(); nf++;) 
) 

3.2 Fixpoint Queries 
Aho and Ullman [5] have shown that the least fixpoint 
operator is an essential addition to the relational query 
languages, and considerable research has been devoted to 
developing notations for expressing least fixpoint queries and 
designing algorithms for evaluating them (see, for example, 
[2, lo]). When iterating over a set or a cluster, we allow 
iteration to also be performed over the elements that are added 
during the iteration, which allows the expression of recursive 
queries [5]. Thus, given the class person as above, the 
following statements finds all the descendems of abraham: 

for p in person 
suchthatcp->name == Name("abraham")) 

descendants=p->children:/*recursion basis*/ 
for d in descendants 

descendants += d->children; /*recursion*/ 

Modifying a set or a cluster while iterating over it makes the 
by clause inoperative because such modification is likely to 
destroy the ordering. Deleting an element from the set or 
cluster means that the loop will not iterate over this element 
provided such an iteration has not already taken place or is not 
currently taking place. 

4. VERSIONING 
Many database applications, such as computer-aided design 
and software management, require the capability to create and 
access multiple versions of an object [9,24,31,53]. Object 
versions are also important for historical databases, such as 
those used in accounting, legal, and tinaucial applications that 
require accesses to the past states of the database [20,45]. 

In ODE, all persistent objects can have versions and there is 
no pre-defined limit on the number of versions that an object 
can have.’ The current version of an object is updatable, but 
old versions may be read-only depending upon the 
implementation. As in the case of persistence, versioning is 
an object property and not a class property. Objects belonging 
to the same class can have different numbers of versions. 

Depending upon the application, one may want to access the 
current version or a specific version. For example, an 
address-book object that keeps track of current addresses 
would like to reference the latest versions of person objects (to 
access their latest addresses). On the other hand, a software 
configuration object may want to reference speciftc versions of 
objects representing component modules.’ 

8. Weareassumingthat wet~~ealorge.ifnotinfinitc, pasisteetstorc. Pn- 
s&tent store may be hiaarcbically organid and old versions may be 
flusbed out to a slowa medium. An implementaticm may impose 8 limit on 
the number of vvsions that can be created. 

9. Orion [12] and Iris [14] also provide facilities for specific reference to a par- 
ticular version and gawric reference to a versioned object 

Our version model supports both of these modeling 
requirements. An object and all its versions are treated as one 
logical object with one id. A pointer to a persistent object can 
refer to a logical object in which case it is called a logical id 
or to a specific version of an object in which case it is called a 
version pointer. Accessing an object using a logical object id 
results in access to the current version of the object. 

Thus, the address-book object can refer to the current versions 
of person objects using logical ids. When the address of a 
person is changed and a new version of the person object 
created, no change is required to the address-book object. On 
the other hand. version pointers are used to refer to specific 
versions, e.g., in the software configuration object. O++ 
provides macros for coercing version pointers to logical object 
ids and vice versa. 

Updating a persistent object does not automatically create a 
new version. A new version is created explicitly by calling 
the macro newversion. The effect of the call 

newversion 

where p is a logical object id is to create a new version of the 
specified object. lo Henceforth, p refers to the new version. 
Logically, the contents of the new version will be identical to 
those of the previous version. 

Macro previous can be used for accessing different 
versions of an object. It takes a pointer to a persistent object 
and a non-negative integer n and returns a pointer to the n* 
previous version; if there is no such version, then previous 
returns the null pointer. Thus, the total salary over the last 
five years of an employee can be computed as: 

persistent Employee *e, *ve; 
. . . 
for(i=O; i < 5: i++) 

if ((ve = previouste, i)) == NULL) 
error("%s has worked < 5 yrs\n",e->name); 

total t= ve->salary; 
1 

Given a logical object id, operator pdelete deletes the 
object and all its versions. Given a version pointer, pdelete 
deletes the specified version.” 

5. CONSTRAINTS 
Constraints are used to maintain a notion of consistency 
beyond what is typically expressible using the type system 
[37]. Updates that violate the specified constraints should not 
be permitted. Interpretations of consistency are usually 
application specific and may be arbitrarily complex. 
Constraints, which are Boolean conditions, can be associated 
with classes. Objects must satisfy all the constraints 
associated with the wrresponding class. Constraints can also 
be used in query optimization. 

Constraints are specified in the wnstraint section of a class 
definition as follows: 

10. In this paper. we. will only describe tbc linear vasioning mechanism. 0++ 
allows the version graph of an object to be a ute; see [4] for details. 

11. Implementatices may choose not to allow the deletion of specific versions. 
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constraint: 
constraint, ; 
comtraint, ; 

trigger: 
[perpetual] TI (parameter-&cl, ) : trigger-body, 
[perpetual] T, (parameter-&cl,) : trigger-body, 

. . . 
constraint, ; 

CWWr&tti is a Boolean expression that refers to components 
of the specified class. Constraints are checked at the end of 
constructor and member (friend) function calls. Therefore, 
although we do not prohibit accessing components of an 
object directly (if the components are specified to be public), 
it is the programmer’s responsibility to ensure that such 
accesses do not violate any constraints (because no checking 
will be done automatically). 

Here is an example of a constraint: 

constraint: 
supplier-state == Name("NY") I I 

supplier-state == Name(""); 

If a constraint is not satisfied, then the access is aborted” and 
the object restored to its original state. 

5.1 Constraint Inheritance 
A derived class inherits the constraints of its parent class and 
new constraints can be added. Consequently, constraints can 
be used to specialize classes, as in 

class female: public person { 
public: 

. . . 
constraint: 

se* cc ' f' 11 sex == 'F'; 
1; 

Such constraint-based specializations are useful in many 
applications, e.g., in frame-based knowledge representation 
systems [ 151. 

6. Triggers 
Triggers (also called alerters or monitors), like integrity 
constraints, monitor the database for some conditions, except 
that these conditions do not represent consistency violations 
[37]. When tigger conditions become true, the associated 
trigger action is executed. Triggers are necessary for 
supporting active databases, such as those used in computer 
integrated manufacturing, power distribution network 
management. air-traffic control, etc. and are found in many 
database systems such as F’OSTGRES [51], HiF’AC [21], and 
Vbase [7]. 

Triggers are associated with objects. There are two types of 
triggers: once-only (default) and perpetual (specified using the 
keyword perpetual).13 A once-only trigger is automatically 
deactivated after the trigger has “fired”, and it must then be 
reactivated explicitly if desired. On the other hand, a 
perpetual trigger is automatically reactivated after being fired. 

Triggers are specified within class definitions: 

12 Violation da constraintwill causethetransactio~~ of which this access is a 
paa of to he shorted and rolled hack at a later time,we may provide addi- 
tionalexcepticmhandlingmechanisms whichwillallowtheclassdesigncror 
theuscrto~dtotheviolationofaconstraint. 

13.FQSTGRES [Sl]has similartriggem 

. . . 
[perpetual] T. Qxmuneter-decl,,) : trigger-body, 

Ti sre the trigger names. Trigger parameters can be used in 
the trigger bodies which have the form 

trigger-condition ==> trigger-action 

within expression ? trigger-condition ==> trigger-action 
[ : timeout-action] 

The second form is used to specify a timed trigger. Once 
activated, the timed trigger must fire within the specified 
period (floating-point value specifying the time in seconds); 
otherwise, the timeout action, if any, is fired. 

Triggers are set by explicitly activating them after the object 
has been created. A trigger Ti associated with an object 
whose id is object-id is activated by the call 

object-i&>Ti (arguments) 

The trigger activation returns a trigger id (value of the 
prede6ned class triggerid). The object id can be omitted 
when activating a trigger in the body of a member function. 
Note. that there can be more than one activation of a trigger in 
effect. 

An active trigger fires when its condition becomes true. 
Firing means that the action associated with the trigger is 
“scheduled” for action. Unlike [51], a trigger action is not 
considered part of the transaction that causes the trigger to be 
fired (triggering transaction). Each trigger firing results in the 
creation of an independent transaction with the trigger action 
being the transaction body. Conceptually, trigger conditions 
are evaluated at the end of each transaction. Transactions 
representing trigger actions are executed after (but not 
necessarily immediately after) the triggering transaction, i.e., 
there is “weak coupling” [21] between the triggering 
transaction and the bigger action. If the triggering transaction 
is aborted, the trigger actions generated by it are aborted. 

Triggers may be deactivated explicitly before they have fired 
as follows: 

--trigger-id 

-object-id->Ti (argwnents) 

The first form deactivates a trigger whose trigger id is 
specified as the argument. The second form deactivates a 
trigger that was activated with the specified arguments. If a 
trigger is not active, then deactivating it has no effect. The 
object id can be omitted when a trigger is referenced within 
the body of a member function. 

We provide one special macro, named changed, for use in 
trigger conditions. This macro returns true if the value of its 
argument (which must be a data component of the object 
containing the trigger) has been changed in the current 
transaction snd false otherwise. 

Note that the perpetual triggers cannot be simulated with 
once-only triggers by re-activating the trigger in the trigger 
action. The problem with doing this is that the trigger action 
is executed as a transaction at some later time. As a result, 
the trigger will be inactive for the period between the firing of 
the trigger and until the activation instruction in the trigger 
action is executed. 
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As an example of a once-only trigger, consider the following 
class inventory: 

class inventitem: public stockitem { 
public: 

inventitem(Name iname,double iwt,int xqty, 
int xconsumption, double xprice, 
int xleadtime, Name sname, Addr saddr); 

void deposit(int n); 
int withdrawtint n); 
. . . 

trigger: 
order0 : qty < reorderlevel ==> 

place-ordertthis, eoq()); 
/*"this" refers to the object itself*/ 

): 

Trigger order is activated in the constructor function 
inventitem and in the member function deposit: 

inventitem::inventitem(): (Name iname, 
double iwt, int xqty,int xconsumption, 
double xprice, int xleadtime, 
Name sname, Addr saddr) 

1 
. 

order(); /*trigger activation*/ 
) 
void inventitem::deposit(int n) 
1 

qty += n; 
order(): /*trigger activation*/ 

I 

The action associated with the trigger order will be executed 
after its condition becomes true (as result of executing the 
withdraw operation whose body is not shown). 

As an example illustrating a perpetual trigger, consider a 
securities broker’s database. For each customer, a portfolio is 
maintained. When the customer wants to buy or sell shares, a 
buy or sell order is issued by sending an appropriate message 
to the “market maker”. Amongst other objects, the market 
maker’s database has an object for each stock which stores 
such information as the stock price, and buy and sell orders 
for that stock from various brokers. The stock price is 
continuously updated based on the buy and sell orders. Here 
is the specification of class stock: 

class stock ( 
list-of-outstanding-orders: 
void fillorderso: 

public: 
Name stockname: 
double price; 
stock(Name xname, double xprice); 
void update(double xprice); 
void sell(Name broker,int orderid, 

int amount, double lowlimit); 
void buy(Name broker, int orderid, 

int amount, double highlimit); 
. . . 

trigger: 
perpetual fill(): chanqedtprice) ==> 

fillorderso; 
): 

Member function sell checks the current stock price, and if 
it is above the lower limit specified for selling the stock, the 
stock is sold immediately; otherwise, the sell order is added to 
the list of outstanding orders. Similarly, member function 
buy causes stock to be bought immediately if the current 
stock price is below the upper limit specified for buying the 

stock; otherwise. the buy order is added to the list of 
outstandmg orders. 

The stock price is updated by member function update. The 
trigger condition changed (price) becomes true whenever 
price changes, and the trigger action fillorder is 
executed: 

void stock::fillordersO 
1 

for each outstanding or&r a 
if (price >= a.lowlimit) ( 

sellstock(this, a.amount, price): 
message(a.broker, a.orderid, a.amount, 

price, "sold") * , 
&lete outstanding order a ; 

1 
if (price <= a.highlimit) ( 

buystock(this, a.amount, price); 
message(a.broker, a.orderid, a.amount, 

price, "bought") ; 
delete outstanding order a; 

Timed triggers can be used to specify time limits within which 
the order is to be executed: 

class stock { 
public: 

Name stockname; 
double price; 

stock(Name xname, double xprice); 
void update(double xprice); 
. . . 

trigger: 
sellorder(Name broker,int orderid, 

int amount,double lowlimit,double time) : 
within time ? price > lowlimit ==> { 

sellstock(this, amount, price); 
message (broker, orderid, amount, 

price, "sold") . I 
l 

buyorder(Name broker,int orderid, 
int amount,double highlimit,double time): 

within time ? price < highlimit ==> { 
buystock(this, amount, price); 
message (broker, orderid, amount, 

price, "bought") ; 

When the triggers sellorder and buyorder are activated, 
the time limit (parameter time) within which the trigger must 
fire is specified. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
An important goal of research in programming languages 
design is to provide a better fit between problems and 
programming notation. We have tried to do this for databases 
by using one unified data model for data definition and data 
manipulation. We started with the object-oriented facilities of 
C++ and extended them (minimally) with features to support 
the needs of databases, putting to good use all the lessons 
learned in implementing today’s database systems. The 
resulting database programming language 0++ makes 
available to database objects the full range of type-structures 
and multiple inheritance found in C++ and, at the same time, 
provides features such as persistence, iterators, fixpoint 
querying capabilities, versions, constraints, and triggers. 
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This paper presented the linguistic facilities for specifying and 
accessing data provided in O++. As mentioned, the rationale 
for our design decisions is discussed in [3]. We have begun a 
prototype implementation of O++, and we hope to report on 
the implementation strategies and experiences in the near 
future. 
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